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ABSTRACT: Current interest in two-dimensional (2D) materials is driven in part by the ability to dramatically alter their
optoelectronic properties through strain and phase engineering. A combination of these approaches can be applied in quasi-2D
transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD) monolayers to induce displacive structural transformations between semiconducting (H)
and metallic/semimetallic (T′) phases. We classify such transformations in Group VI TMDs, and formulate a multiscale, first-
principles-informed modeling framework to describe evolution of microstructural domain morphologies in elastically bendable
2D monolayers. We demonstrate that morphology and mechanical response can be controlled via application of strain either
uniformly or through local probes to generate functionally patterned conductive T′ domains. Such systems form dynamically
programmable electromechanical 2D materials, capable of rapid local switching between domains with qualitatively different
transport properties. This enables dynamic “drawing” of localized conducting regions in an otherwise semiconducting TMD
monolayer, opening several interesting device-relevant functionalities such as the ability to dynamically “rewire” a device in real
time.

KEYWORDS: 2D materials, transition metal dichalcogenides, strain-induced structural transformations, phase field microelasticity,
multiscale modeling, dynamically programmable materials

The existence of a wide range of novel properties and
phenomena in two-dimensional (2D) materials has

motivated both fundamental scientific studies and development
of new technologies such as ultrathin, flexible, nanoelectronic,
and optoelectronic devices.1−9 Precise tailoring and manipu-
lation of 2D materials properties is of significant interest for
both. One means of structure/property manipulation is strain
engineering, inducing large and/or qualitative changes in, for
example, electronic transport properties with mechanical
strains.10,11 Recent studies of Group VI transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs) extended this concept into the
domain of phase engineering,12 demonstrating that strain-
induced structural transformations can facilitate rapid and
possibly reversible switching between crystal structures with
fundamentally different transport properties.13−17 This ap-

proach holds promise for creation of both in-plane and stacked
heterostructures with controlled spatial variations in crystal
structure. Related heterostructures are of growing interest for
advanced electronic device,18 ferroelastic and shape memory,17

hydrogen evolution catalysis,19 phase change memory,16,20 and
Ohmic contact6−8 applications.
First-principles results indicate that transformation from the

hexagonal H to tetragonal T′ structures can be induced in
MoTe2 under uniaxial strains of order 1−2%.

13 Atomic force
microscope tip-induced H → T′ transformations have recently
been reported in MoTe2 multilayers.14 Such strain/phase-
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engineered 2D TMDs offer promise both as a framework for
the study of fundamental phenomena and as a local/reversible
degree of freedom ripe for technological exploitation. Several
important opportunities remain in both regards, including the
characterization of T′ microstructures formed under applied
strain, H/T′ and T′/T′ interface properties, system-specific
strain phase diagrams, and achievable means of dynamic/on-
the-fly strain-programming. The key for exploitation in devices
is the ability to control T′ domain patterning for specific
functionalities.
In this Letter, we examine strain-induced displacive structural

phase transformations and dynamically controllable multiphase
microstructures in 2D Group VI TMDs. Our goal is to harness
these transformations to yield dynamically programmable 2D
and (2 + ϵ)D materials (see Figure 1) and devices. We do this
through the development of a quantitative, predictive multiscale
model that describes the rich microstructural features in
transformable TMD monolayers. In particular, we focus on
the H → T′ transformation in MoTe2 and WTe2, including the

application of in-plane and out-of-plane strains. Programmed
microstructures are dynamically produced through application
of spatially inhomogeneous out-of-plane strains (e.g., via a
mechanical probe) to develop conductive T′ domain patterns
for functional applications.

Classification of Displacive Structural Transforma-
tions in TMDs. Monolayer TMDs of the MX2-type contain
three atomic layers with transition metal atoms M occupying
the central layer and chalcogen atoms X occupying the two
outer layers. The most common monolayer TMD crystal
structures exhibit trigonal prismatic (H), octahedral (T), or
distorted octahedral (T′) symmetry (Figure 1a). In the absence
of a lattice distortive transformation strain, perfect H and T
structures can be interchanged by simple displacements of a
single X layer along [0, √3/3]a, [−1, −√3/3]a/2, or [1,
−√3/3]a/2 (Figure 1a). These modify the XMX stacking
sequence from βAβ (H) to βAγ (T) or γAβ (T), where A and
β/γ indicate the structure of the M-layer and upper and lower
X-layers, respectively. The appropriate symmetry-lowering

Figure 1. Dynamic phase engineering of 2D TMDs via strain. (a) Upper: TMD crystal structures. Metal and upper/lower chalcogen atoms are
shown in gray and orange/yellow, respectively. Arrows indicate H → T displacement vectors. Lower: 12 T′ orientational variants designated pα

±,
where p ∈ {1,2,3}, superscripts (±), and subscripts α ∈ {A,B} distinguish between orientation, direction of dimerization, and direction of x−y mirror
asymmetry, respectively. Colored boxes indicate the scheme employed for simulation visualization. (b) Schematic of localized, reversible strain-
induced transformation from H to T′ in a partially supported (substrate = dark red) TMD monolayer. Pre-existing T′ domain patterns (top) are
bridged by indentation-induced T′ domains (bottom). Examples of three interface structures determined from density functional theory (DFT) and
a schematic of the expected conductance or current versus indenter deflection behavior at fixed voltage are also shown.

Table 1. Elements of the Transformation Strain Tensors ϵ0 and Related Quantities for the H→ T′ Transformation in Group VI
MX2 Systemsa

ϵxx
0 ϵyy

0 ϵs
0 R ΔA/A θn⃗, θl ⃗

MoS2
b −0.0013 0.0377 −0.0195 −0.9355 0.0364 ±10.34°

MoSe2 −0.0115 0.0390 −0.0252 −0.5458 0.0271 ±28.46°
MoTe2

b −0.0299 0.0374 −0.0336 −0.1122 0.0064 ±41.78°
WS2 0.0047 0.0356 −0.0154 −1.306 0.0404 (∼0°)
WSe2 −0.0045 0.0348 −0.0197 −0.7700 0.0301 ±19.82°
WTe2 −0.0172 0.0270 −0.0221 −0.2220 0.0093 ±38.59°

aϵ0 = [ϵxx
0 , ϵyy

0 ] = [(aT′ − aH)/aH, (bT′ − bH)/bH] = ϵs
0[(R + 1), (R − 1)], with shear component ϵs

0 = (ϵxx
0 − ϵyy

0 )/2 and dilatation ratio R = (ϵxx
0 +

ϵyy
0 )/(ϵxx

0 − ϵyy
0 ). The fractional area change is ΔA/A = ϵxx

0 + ϵyy
0 + ϵxx

0 ϵyy
0 . Equilibrium H/T′ habit inclinations θn⃗ and θl ⃗ with normal vectors

⃗ = ϵ ϵ − ϵ −ϵ ϵ − ϵn [ /( ) , /( ) ]xx xx yy yy xx yy
0 0 0 0 0 0 and ⃗ = ϵ ϵ − ϵ − −ϵ ϵ − ϵl [ ( ) , ( ) ]xx xx yy yy xx yy

0 0 0 0 0 0 (for T′ variants with p = 1) are also given (WS2
does not have a habit inclination (non-dyadic ϵ0) but its lowest energy interface inclination is near 0°). bDenotes use of lattice constants computed in
this work, all other values are from ref 13.
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distortions of the T-lattice generate the T′ lattice with
dimerized metal atoms. Symmetry permits 12 possible
orientations/variants of the T′ unit cell relative to the initial
(fixed) H unit cell, as shown in Figure 1a. These include three
primary orientations (p ∈ {1,2,3}), each with four subvariants
resulting from dimerization and stacking asymmetries.
First-principles calculations have shown that the T phase in

monolayer TMDs is dynamically unstable (possesses an
imaginary phonon mode) in the absence of external stabilizing
influences.13,21,22 The T phase has been observed in experi-
ments on some TMD monolayers where exfoliation and/or
structural transformation is induced by chemical processes
involving a charge transfer mechanism (e.g., lithiation or
adsorbate effects) that externally stabilizes the otherwise
unstable T phase.6,12,18,22,23

By expressing the equilibrium H and T′ lattice constants
through the transformation strain tensors ϵij

0 and analyzing the
symmetry changes, general features of the transformation can
be inferred (see Table 1). Systematic trends with increasing
chalcogen atomic number are evident from dilatation-dominant
(Mo/WS2) to shear-dominant (Mo/WTe2) transformation
(i.e., large to small |R|) and, correspondingly, from large to
small area change ΔA. Shear-dominant displacive trans-
formations, characteristic of Mo/WTe2 monolayers, exhibit
greater martensitic character and potentially lower nucleation
barriers but less autocatalytic nucleation due to the smaller
shape strain and weaker elastic interactions.24 The latter implies
weaker selection of individual variants under applied axial strain
in Mo/WTe2 monolayers. In bendable monolayers, Mo/WTe2
will also generally exhibit less transformation-induced buckling
than Mo/WS2 or Mo/WSe2.
The last column in Table 1 lists the p = 1 habit inclinations.

These are the inclinations at which the elastic energy of an
infinitely long/narrow T′ domain embedded within a H matrix
vanishes. Needle-like domains oriented along the habit
inclinations are thus expected whenever the morphology is
elastic energy-dominated. The p = 1 habit inclinations increase
with chalcogen atomic number, between the pure dilatation and
pure shear values of 0° and ±45°, respectively.
Multiscale Modeling Approach. To study microstructure,

mechanical response, and localized transformation behavior, we
formulated a first-principles-informed phase-field microelastic-
ity (PFM)25−27 model. PFM models incorporate the effects of
transformation strain, coherent crystal−crystal interfaces, long-
range elastic interactions between coherent domains, and
coupling to applied strain. Here the TMD monolayer is treated
as a thin, bendable elastic plate in which an effectively 2D
crystal symmetry change is induced by strain.
Unlike earlier PFM applications, our description includes the

effect of out-of-plane deformation w(r)⃗ and the bending energy
f bend, described within the large deflection theory of plates
framework (e.g., see ref 28). The elastic strain tensor is given by
ϵij(r)⃗ = ϵi̅j + 1/2(ui,j + uj,i + wiwj), where ϵi̅j is the applied
homogeneous strain and ui(r)⃗ is the in-plane displacement field.
In the limit w → 0, our model reduces to earlier 2D hexagonal
→ orthorhombic transformation models.29−31 The governing
equations are outlined in Appendix I, and the first-principles
computations of TMD crystal and interfacial properties used in
its quantitative parametrization are described in Appendix II.
T′ Domain Microstructure and Evolution Induced via

In-Plane Strain. The computed phase diagram for MoTe2 as a
function of applied axial strains ϵx̅x and ϵy̅y is shown in Figure
2a. Simulations of the transformation behavior in MoTe2 single

Figure 2. Variant selection and transformation morphologies in
MoTe2 under an applied in-plane strain ϵi̅i. (a) Phase diagram in (ϵx̅x,
ϵy̅y) space. Colored (hatched) regions correspond to one (two) phase
regions. Solid lines (analytic) and filled data points (simulations)
indicate the strain at which H and a given T′ variant have equal
energies. Dashed lines and open symbols similarly represent two-phase
coexistence bounds. (▲, △) and (●,○) correspond to simulations
with and without bending, respectively, and blue circles (blue solid
circle, blue open circle) represent DFT results13 at ϵx̅x = 0. (b−d)
Images of the ηp microstructures with increasing time/strain from left
to right for strain-paths B−D in phase diagram a. Strain values (ϵx̅x,
ϵy̅y) are given below each panel. (e) Corresponding maximum
principal stress (GPa) maps for microstructures in panel d. All
microstructures are for 50 μm × 50 μm simulations.
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H crystals were conducted by quasi-statically straining the
monolayer along paths such as those shown by the black dotted
lines (labeled A−F) in the phase diagram. Representative H →
T′ transformation morphologies for the strain-paths labeled B,
C, and D are shown in Figure 2b−d. The corresponding maps
of maximum principal stress for strain-path D are shown in
Figure 2e.
When the applied tensile strain aligns with the tensile

transformation strain direction of a given T′ variant (along y ⃗ or
±120°) as shown in strain-paths A and B for p = 1, that variant
is strongly selected. In simulations A and B, habit-aligned
needle-like domains of variant p = 1 nucleate, grow, interact,
and ultimately coarsen into a single spanning domain.
Simultaneous quasi-1D buckling occurs along strain-path B
due to the compression along x ⃗. Stress−strain responses (see
Figure S2) exhibit slopes or effective moduli through
coexistence that vary widely with strain type and direction.
These decrease to zero for a superelastic effect along strain-path
B (or whenever ϵi̅j = ϵij

0(p) for any p).
Tension applied along x ⃗ (strain-paths C and F) selects

variants 2 and 3 equally, because both variants relax the strain
equally. Nucleation and growth of intersecting, needle-like p =
2 and 3 domains and composite wedge domains occurs until a
system-spanning stripe microstructure of alternating p = 2 and
3 domains forms. Growth occurs primarily through propagation
of composite wedge domains, composed of two p ≠ q half-
wedges with 30° tips, oriented in total along either x ⃗ or y ⃗ (in
general along the bisectors of any two variant’s long rectangular
unit cell sides). Similar composite wedges have been observed
in molecular dynamics simulations of triangular to centered
rectangular transformations.32

Strain-path D provides an asymmetric example in which
variant p = 1 is first selected, and the resulting intersecting
needles provide stress-concentrating heterogeneous nucleation
sites for a second, more explosive wave of p = 2 and 3 domain
nucleation. Figure 2e demonstrates that stress concentrations
drive autocatalytic nucleation events and that subsequent
coarsening kinetics is dominated by low-symmetry, high-stress
junctions.
All three T′ orientations are selected equally under

equibiaxial tension (strain-path E, morphologies not shown).
The expected H/T′ habit inclinations (Table 1) and composite
wedges are again evident during the initial growth phase, while
the late-stage domain structure exhibits the same patterns
observed in earlier hexagonal → orthorhombic transformation
studies.29−31 These patterns (including nested 3-fold stars, 4-
fold domain wall junctions, and multicomposite wedges/fans)
are products of elastic energy minimization and are
characterized by T′/T′ interface inclinations that are multiples
of 30°. Unbalanced biaxial applied strains break the 3-fold
symmetry underlying these structures. Spontaneous local out-
of-plane bending of T′ domains/junctions, though negligible in
MoTe2 under applied tension, can have significant effects on
transformations that do not require applied tension (e.g., in
WTe2), and can also locally break this 3-fold symmetry.
Dynamic Patterning of Localized T′ Domains via Out-

of-Plane Deformation. Because uniform strain can induce
phase transformations from the semiconducting H → metallic/
semimetallic T′ structures in many TMDs, we now examine the
possibility of creating electronic devices through patterned,
localized strains, and their concomitant phase transformations.
In particular, we consider indenter-induced transformations in a
TMD monolayer on a substrate with circular holes of radius R

over which the monolayer is suspended (Figure 3a). Radially
symmetric tensile stresses σrr build within the suspended

circular region with increasing indenter displacement, initially
creating T′ domains near the indenter tip. These domains
exhibit a 6-fold symmetry, as the three T′ variant orientations
create three directions of optimal tensile strain relief, which
within an axisymmetric geometry (e.g., a radially symmetric
indenter centered over a circular region) admits six equal-area
radial domains.

Figure 3. Indentation-induced H → T′ transformation in a circularly
suspended monolayer MoTe2. (a) Typical 6-fold T′ domain patterns
at intermediate and large deflections. (b) Typical indentation profiles,
compared to linear (gray dashed lines) and Schwerin (light blue solid
lines) approximations. (c) Area fraction of T′ phase versus indenter
deflection δ for several substrate hole radii R. Inset shows collapse of
the data with normalization of δ by R. (d) Critical deflections δ*
required to produce 10% or 80% T′ by area within the circle as a
function of R. Also shown is the critical deflection δ* required to
produce a continuous T′ strip between two opposing indenters. Inset
shows a p = 1 T′ domain bridging the two indenters.
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To develop a quantitative picture of the nonlinear
indentation simulations, we examine two approximate solutions
for the out-of-plane deformation w(r) and ϵrr. A zeroth order
approximation is to assume that w(r) is linear, w(r) ≃ (1−r/R)
δ, where δ is the indenter displacement, and that all out-of-
plane deformation is converted to in-plane tension. This

tension is constant, ϵrr δ≃ + −R1 ( / ) 12 . The gray dashed
lines in Figure 3b show that the linear w(r) approximation is
reasonable. The area fraction of T′ phase, ϕT′, versus δ can then
be determined from the lower and upper coexistence bounds
along strain-path A in Figure 2a, ϵyy

L and ϵyy
U. These are the

uniform strains required to produce and fully transform the
structure to T′ domains, respectively. The result is

ϕ δ≃ + − − ϵ ϵ − ϵ′ R[ 1 ( / ) 1 ]/( )L U L
T

2
yy yy yy . T h e ϕ T ′

curves should therefore collapse to a single master curve
when plotted versus δ/R, as shown in the inset of Figure 3c.
The gray dashed lines in Figure 3d show the corresponding
predicted deflections required for ϕT′ = 0.1 and 0.8 as a
function of R. The predictions are consistent with the linear
trend obtained from PFM simulations, though the slopes are
underestimated by ∼15−20%. These results indicate that
transformations in which the strain is nonuniform can be
reasonably predicted based upon a uniform strain, zeroth-order
linear w(r) approximation.
A better approximation is Schwerin’s classical solution for an

elastic membrane under point loading,33,34 which is expected to
be valid in the nonlinear membrane regime of most interest for
TMDs.34,35 In the region away from the indenter tip and the
perimeter of the circle, the obtained displacement profile is
nonlinear, w(r) ≃ [1−(r/R)2/3]δ, and the radial in-plane strain
varies with δ and r as ϵrr(r) ≃ (3−ν)(δ/R)2(r/R)−2/3/4πf 3(ν),
where f(ν) ≃ 1.0491 − 0.1462ν − 0.15827ν2. The estimated
asymptotic width of the regions near the indenter and circle
perimeter where this solution should not be applied is ∼R/10
in the present systems.34 We determine the T′ area fraction by
assuming that T′ domains fill any regions in the sheet where
ϵrr(r) is greater than some threshold value ϵrr*. The result, ϕT′ ≃

(2/9ϵrr*)
3(δ/R)6, is plotted as the light blue solid line in the

inset of Figure 3c, using ϵrr* = 0.041 (this is the strain at which
50/50 H/T′ coexistence occurs). The agreement with our fully
nonlinear PFM simulations is very good. The predicted results
for δ10* and δ80* versus R are shown in Figure 3d; the agreement
here is also very good. This relatively simple Schwerin-based
analysis thus appears to be capable of accurately predicting
indentation-induced transformation behavior in elastically
nonlinear TMD monolayers. The approach can be straightfor-
wardly extended to systems with in-plane prestrain.
Domain patterns can be further controlled by applying in-

plane prestrains, varying indenter geometry, and so forth. For
example, the inset to Figure 3d depicts the case of two
indenters separated by d acting in opposite directions ±z.⃗ The
largest tensile stresses concentrate between the two indenters,
leading to a conductive T′ domain that spans the indenters,
closing the circuit in a switch-like fashion. The deflection
required to create this bridging domain is also found to increase
linearly with d, which is in agreement with the simulation
results shown in Figure 3d. Variations on this approach where
nonuniform strains are produced by other means such as
localized lithiation,6 laser ablation,8 or other indenting scenarios
(e.g., see Figure 1b) can be used to “draw” localized conducting
T′ regions in an otherwise semiconducting H TMD.
Another means of patterning is possible; consider an initially

H WTe2 layer (here, the T′ phase is stable) that is constrained
via the substrate. If a patterned series of channels is introduced
into the substrate, the suspended layer is free to transform to T′
as shown in Figure 4 (dashed lines delineate the channels).
Such patterning approaches may be used to create nearly any
two-dimensional pattern of conducting “wires” in a semi-
conducting layer (e.g., a series of ring oscillators).
Particular T′ variants and interface types can also be

selected/patterned according to channel direction. Buckling
of the regions suspended over the channels (deflection out-of-
plane) releases compression such that the variant(s) with the
greatest tensile transformation strain along the normal of the
channel direction are locally favored/selected. This effect is

Figure 4. Buckling-facilitated T′ patterning in WTe2 in a channel geometry. Gray regions are bound to the substrate [ui(r)⃗ = w(r)⃗ = 0] to produce a
predominantly H layer. Regions between the dashed lines are suspended over channels in the substrate [ui(r)⃗ and w(r)⃗ free]. The suspended regions
buckle and transform to T′. In (a−d), ϵx̅x = ϵy̅y = −1%, whereas in (e), ϵi̅j = 0. (a) Variant p = 1 is perfectly selected for a channel along x ⃗. (b)
Variants p = 2 and 3 are selected equally for a channel along y.⃗ (c,d) One variant is primarily selected within each channel but channel junctions
introduce stresses that lead to some variant mixing. (e) Variant selection is not observed without applied compression in WTe2. In panels c and d,
the ± pairs of each variant p are displayed with only the p+ color to highlight the selection effect. Out-of-plane displacements are multiplied by 2 and
4 in panels a−d and e, respectively, for visual clarity.
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strongest for dilatation-dominated transformations, while for
shear-dominated systems such as WTe2, the strain energy
associated with the transverse direction (parallel to the
channel) opposes selection. Applied strain, for example,
substrate-induced equibiaxial compression, can eliminate this
transverse shear effect and facilitate local selection in WTe2, as
shown in Figure 4a−d. Without applied strain, the standard
habit inclinations and junction types are observed (no local
variant selection), as shown in Figure 4e.
Discussion. While recent work has demonstrated that in

many TMDs phase transformations between semiconducting H
and metallic/semimetallic T′ structures may be induced by
application of strains12−17 or electronic excitation,20,36,37 the
present work demonstrates how this can occur, resulting in
multiphase H-T′ structures and/or multidomain T′ structures.
The multidomain structures result from strain accommodation,
as occurs, for example, in martensites. We have mapped out the
strain phase diagram for H−T′ (shown here for MoTe2). We
have also demonstrated several strategies for how to spatially
modulate strain to produce patterns of semiconducting and
metallic regions within a single TMD layer through patterning
substrates and/or application of localized mechanical loads.
Beyond the basic schemes outlined here for dynamically

programming MoTe2 and patterning WTe2, we envision a
variety of extensions to allow practical exploitation of these
concepts for interesting devices. For example, changing strains
can be used to dynamically “rewire” a device in real time. This
could be accomplished by incorporating such transformable
layers into stimuli-responsive heterostructures. Or, for example,
into touch screen devices. Incorporation of such layers into
nanoelectromechanical (NEMS) devices, such as switches,
could lead to NEMS devices with no moving parts (e.g.,
mechanical actuation can be used to produce strains rather than
relative motion of constituents), thereby alleviating inherent
tribological or tribochemical-related failure mechanisms.
Because origami and kirigami-based designs necessarily imply
localized strains, transformable layers can be designed to
convert these strains into modification of the charge/spin
transport behavior.
The present work does not address the question of the

magnitude of the barriers between the H and T′ structures nor
those between the T′ variants nor the associated atomistic
transformation mechanisms. First-principles calculations have
found H → T′ barriers of ∼0.8−0.9 eV per formula unit in
MoTe2,

4,13 and T′→ T′ barriers of ∼0.2 eV per formula unit in
WTe2.

17 The corresponding room-temperature transition time
scales estimated from transition-state theory are ∼50 s and
∼0.2 ns, respectively. Further work is needed to quantify
transformation time scales under applied strain but these results
suggest that H → T′ kinetics should be accessible within time
scales of experimental interest.
Several questions related to the reversibility of the trans-

formations remain unresolved. One question concerns the
metastability of the T′ phase upon strain removal and the
associated time scale for recovering the H phase. The MoTe2
indentation experiments of ref 14 indicate that the H phase is
recovered at ambient conditions within several tens of minutes
after removing the external force, and that the electrical
properties of the phases do not change significantly upon
cycling. This indicates that the T′ phase in MoTe2 is metastable
at zero applied strain with a T′ → H energy barrier that is small
enough to be overcome within experimentally relevant times.
T′ → H barriers reported from first-principles calculations

appear to be similar to H → T′ barriers, ∼1−1.15 eV per
formula unit.4 The associated characteristic nucleation times
predicted by transition-state theory are on the order of tens of
minutes, consistent with the observations of ref 14. Time scales
may be significantly shorter when adjacent H domains are
already present and/or when H-favoring strains are applied.
A second question related to reversibility is whether the

recovered H phase accumulates transformation-induced defects.
While some transformations involve defect generation or plastic
flow on cycling, others do not; the latter are termed
thermoreversible or weak, the former are termed reconstruc-
tive.38 A necessary condition for thermoreversibility is that the
symmetry groups of the parent and product crystals be included
in a common finite symmetry group.38 This condition is not
satisfied by the layer groups of the H and T′ lattices, p6 ̅m2 and
p21/m11, respectively, indicating that defects will be created in
the H phase upon returning from T′ → H. However, based on
geometric analysis of potential transformation paths and
anisotropy of interface energy we expect that the primary
defects created within the H phase will be coherent, strain-free
twin boundaries between different H stacking variants (βAβ/
γAγ interfaces), rather than strain-carrying dislocations. None-
theless, the potential accumulation of defects over repeated
deformation cycles remains an outstanding question from both
experimental and theoretical perspectives. In terms of T′/T′
domain evolution, a recent study demonstrated that T′
monolayers exhibit ferroelastic and shape memory behaviors,17

which implies reversible strain-induced switching between
different T′ variant domains. Further study will be needed to
quantify the effects of the dominant T′/T′, H/T′, and H/H
interfaces on transport, mechanical, and other material
properties.

■ APPENDIX I: DIFFUSE-INTERFACE MODEL
Here we outline the core elements of the model that lead to a
closed set of coupled, nonlinear mesoscale governing equations
for ui(r)⃗, w(r)⃗, and ηp(r)⃗. A more comprehensive description,
including a complete derivation, will be presented in a
forthcoming publication. A free energy functional Ftot for the
structurally inhomogeneous monolayer is written in terms of
separate chemical and elastic contributions, Ftot = ∫ A ( fchem +
felas)dA, where fchem = f bulk(ηp) + 1/2∑p |β(ϕ)∇ηp|2 is the
stress-free energy density of the structurally inhomogeneous
monolayer, and felas contains all self- and elastic interaction
energy densities associated with the (arbitrary) configuration of
structural domains within the monolayer. These terms are both
functionals of the order parameter fields ηp(r)⃗, which
distinguish the different T′ variants and the H structure. The
parameter β(ϕ) is proportional to interfacial energy and may
vary with inclination angle ϕ. Its value and ϕ-dependence are
determined from our DFT calculations.
The form of f bulk(ηp) should be consistent with the

symmetries of the transformation. We employ a slightly
simplified formulation here that describes six T′ variants, two
at each of the three orientations, in terms of three ηp fields.
Elastic strains associated with the three T′ orientations are thus
captured, and among the four possible strain-equivalent or
antiphase T′ variants at each orientation, we distinguish
between opposing T′ dimerization directions, p+ and p−, but
not pA and pB stacking variants (Figure 1a). Values ηp = −1 and
1 thus represent p− and p+ domains, respectively, while regions
where all ηp = 0 correspond to H domains. This simplification
allows us to characterize the general morphologies of the
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secondary antiphase domain structure without the full
complexity of a 12 variant description and has no significant
effect on the elastic fields that drive the transformation and its
primary morphology. The simplest polynomial f bulk(ηp)
consistent with the required symmetries of the transformation
is f bulk = Δf(T)[(a/2)∑p ηp

2 − (b/4)∑p ηp
4 + (c/6) (∑p ηp

2)3 ],
where Δf(T) and the adjustable constants a, b, and c set the
magnitude of the chemical driving force for transformation.
The symmetries of this formulation are the same as those
previously incorporated into a 2D PFM model of hexagonal to
orthorhombic transformations.29−31

The elastic energy density of the thin elastic plate is written
as felas = hfstretch + hfnorm + f bend where h is the plate thickness.
The stretch or in-plane component can be expressed in general
form as

∑λ λ η

λ η

= ϵ ϵ + ϵ ϵ

− ϵ ϵ

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

f p p

p

1
2

1
2

( ) ( )

( )

ijkl ij kl
p

ijkl ij kl p

ijkl ij kl p

stretch
0 0 4

0 2

(1)

where λijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor, ϵij
0(p) = R[θp]ϵij

0RT[θp]is
the transformation strain tensor of variant p, and ϵij(r)⃗ = ϵi̅j + 1/
2(ui,j + uj,i + wiwj) is the elastic strain tensor appropriate for
large out-of-plane deflections (i,j,k,l = x,y). The notation used
for partial derivates is, for example, ∂w/∂ri → wi, ∂ui/∂rj → ui,j,
and ∂2w/∂ri∂rj → w,ij. R[θp] is the 2D rotation matrix, ϵxx

0 = (aT′
− aH)/aH, ϵyy

0 = (bT′ − bH)/bH, ϵxy
0 = 0, θ1 = 0, θ2 = 2π/3, and θ3

= −2π/3. ui are in-plane displacements, w denotes out-of-plane
displacement, and ϵi̅j is the externally imposed, applied
macroscopic strain.
An additional normalizing term is introduced to ensure that

the free energy minima remain at ηp = 0 and ±1,

∑ λ η η= ϵ ϵ̅ − ϵ̅* − +f p p{ ( )[ ( )]( )}
p

ijkl kl ij ij p pnorm
0 2 4

(2)

ϵi̅j*(p) is a strain tensor that sets the applied strain values at
which the global free energy minimum crosses over from H to
T′. The bending energy of an elastically isotropic thin plate is

κ ν= ∇ + − −f w w w w
2

{( ) 2(1 )[( ) ]}xy xx yybend
2 2 2

(3)

where the bending modulus is κ = μh3/6(1 − ν).
The incorporation of out-of-plane deformations w and

bending energy f bend modifies the conditions of equilibrium
such that a tractable closed-form solution in terms of the order
parameters ηp alone cannot be obtained. We therefore explicitly
solve for ui, w, and ηp using a combined analytical/numerical
approach that is outlined in the Supporting Information. Exact
analytic solutions for ux and uy are first obtained, then w and ηp
are iterated to mechanical equilibrium by identical small
increments of fictitious time t using equations of the form

γ γ α
δ
δ

ν+ − ∇ = − +g g
F
g

( )tt g g t g g0, 1,
2 2 tot

(4)

This damped wave equation incorporates rapid propagation
and relaxation in accordance with the expectation that w and
coherent ηp interfaces may in principle propagate at velocities
near the relevant sound speed. Here g represents w or one of ηp,
γ0,g is a uniform damping parameter, γ1,g is a damping parameter
that preferentially suppresses large wavenumber oscillations,
and αg is the wave speed. νg is a Gaussian noise variable with

⟨νg⟩ = 0 and ν ν δ δ⟨ ⃗ ′⃗ ′ ⟩ = − ⃗ − ′⃗ − ′r t r t k T r r t t( , ) ( , ) 2 ( ) ( )g g B .
Isotropic elasticity and plane stress conditions are assumed to
apply such that λ μ δ δ δ δ ν ν δ δ= + + −[ 2 /(1 ) ]ijkl ik jl il jk ij kl and
the Green’s function of elasticity is given by Gij(k)⃗ = δij/μk

2 −
(1 + ν)kikj/2μk

4, where k ⃗ is wave vector and k2 = kx
2 + ky

2.
Quantitative input parameters employed for MoTe2 are ϵxx

0

and ϵyy
0 from Table 1, μ = 50 GPa,39 ν = 0.24,39 h = 0.65 nm,

and ϵx̅x*(1) = 0.103, ϵy̅y*(1) = 0.1. These values give κ = 15 eV,
which is close to a value κ ≃ 10 eV computed for MoS2.

40 The
ϵi̅j*(p) values are chosen such that the H and T′ energy minima
cross at ϵy̅y ≃ 0.042, which is in accord with previous DFT
results13 (see Figure 2a).
Simulations were conducted with characteristic length scales

sufficiently large to neglect interfacial anisotropy, which we find
has significant effects on domain morphology at scales below
∼100 nm. Following ref 30, the characteristic length scale of the
model l is determined from the ratio of interfacial to elastic
energies. For simulations presented in this work (without
interfacial anisotropy, β(ϕ) = constant), we use β = 0.001, a =
0.0031, b = 0.002, c = 0.00125, and Δf = 1 to obtain l ≃ 50 nm,
as described in the Supporting Information. Dynamic
parameters αw = αp = 10, γ0,w = γ0,p = 1, γ1,w = γ1,p = 0.01,
and kBT = 0.0001 are used unless noted otherwise with a
discrete grid spacing Δx = 1 and time step Δt = 0.5/αi. In
indentation simulations, both displacement-controlled and
pressure-controlled experiments were conducted, and mono-
layers that are either rigidly bonded to or free-slipping on the
substrate were considered.

■ APPENDIX II: FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS

DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab-initio
simulation package (VASP) using a plane-wave basis set41,42

and the projector augmented wave method.43 The generalized
gradient approximation44 with the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
functional45 was employed to treat exchange-correlation effects.
The H and T′ lattice constants of MoTe2 were first obtained by
finding the ground state structures. Bulk energies of each phase
were calculated as a function of lattice constants a and b (see
Figure 1a). For the H phase, b/a = √3 is guaranteed by
trigonal symmetry, allowing the ground state structure to be
obtained from the curve of bulk energy versus a alone, giving
(a, b) = (3.550 Å, 6.149 Å). For T′, the bulk energy contour
versus a and b was calculated, and the ground state structure
was obtained by finding the lowest energy point in the contour,
giving (a, b) = (3.444 Å, 6.379 Å). The resulting transformation
strain tensor is given in Table 1.
The H/T′ and T′/T′ interface energies were calculated for

several misorientations and inclination angles. Specifically, the
interfacial energies were determined by subtracting the H and/
or T′ bulk energy contributions from the total energy of the
periodic supercell and assigning the rest to the interfaces. The
supercell contains two parallel interfaces. Because of the
inversion symmetry of the T′ structure, the T′/T′ interfaces
are identical; the absence of this symmetry implies that the two
H/T′ interfaces are not identical. Table 2 summarizes the
interface energies (per unit length) for the T′/T′ interfaces and
the average of the two H/T′ interfaces (see Supporting
Information and Figure S1 for more details). Given the
limitations on supercell size and periodicity, we calculate the
H/T′ interface energy for the 40.89° interface inclination rather
than the 41.78° MoTe2 habit inclination. All systems were fully
relaxed until the total force on each ion was less than 0.01 eV/
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Å. A vacuum layer of minimum thickness of 20 Å perpendicular
to the monolayer was employed to minimize interactions
between each monolayer and its periodic images. The kinetic
energy cutoff was set to 420 eV. The Γ-centered k-point grid up
to 12 × 1 × 1 was employed in Brillouin zone integration.
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